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As everyone is in the midst of a busy summer schedule, not to mention the Rio Olympics, it has been a diffi-

cult time for stewards to find time to work on article submissions for the newsletter.   Truly the only actual 
downtime for a steward is when they are sitting at an airport and, by that time, the last thing they want to do 

is put pen to paper or fingers to a keyboard.   So I thought, having just finished being Chief Steward at the 

International Bromont I in Quebec, Canada , a great article would be one about “Stress in Officiating and 

How to be Successful”.   I would like to share some of my own thoughts with you this month. 

 
By way of a quick background, I have been a steward for the past 32 years…yes I started when I was 18.   

Aside from officiating I have spent 16 years involved in Corporate Training   A fair bit of the training has been 

focused on topics such as Conflict Resolution, Emotional Intelligence, Difficult Conversations, The Power of 

Plain Language, Verbal Judo and Tactical Communication.   I am also certified as an Instructor/Facilitator in 

Problem Based Learning (PBL) which is a student-centered pedagogy in which students learn about a subject 

through the experience of solving an open-ended problem.  For any of you who have taken any of the FEI 

Level 1 Jumping Stewards Clinics….the case studies presented are an example of PBL. 

 
From my experience, to be successful as a Steward, you have to be capable of mastering the following three 

things:  

 

1.  Stress in Decision Making   

2.  Managing Conflict for Effective Officiating 

3.  Maintaining Professionalism 

 

1.  Stress in Decision Making 

 
“Being calm during the demands of officiating in elite sport is one of 

the most important qualities of a good steward.    The official  

should be firm, but not arrogant, fair, but not officious; the official 

should have a basic knowledge and understanding of human nature; 

officials should be able to make decisions based on fair play for all 

(and the welfare of the horse.)   The official’s reputation should 

be built on the basis of his/her uncompromising honesty and integri-

ty”. (Reznik & Grambeau (1978) 

 

Sources of Stress for Stewards 

 
I came up with eight (8) but I am sure there are a few more than many could add to their own personal 

stress vault.                                                                        

 

Fear of Failure 

Time pressures in making quick decisions 

Managing Emotions under Pressure 

Interpersonal Conflicts with other Officials                                           Continued on page 6…... 

Peer Conflicts 

Stress in Officiating and How to be Successful 
 

By Susan Adey, FEI 2 Jumping Steward and Senior National Equine 

Canada Steward,  Problem-Based Learning Certified Instructor 
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 We have received some fabulous feedback on the “Meet the Steward”  Section of the Newsletter. 
 

We would love to be able to have Stewards from a variety of disciplines, so if you know of someone 

that you would like featured…...please…..send us an email.   info@stewardshub.com   

 

The format below is what we require: 

 A head shot photo in .jpg format 

 Short and brief write-up on the career highlights 

 And of course….your mission statement….”Why you decided to become a steward” 

 

 Example of Mission statement: The Equestrian World has been very good to me in many ways.   I 

became a Steward because I wanted to give back to my sport.   I am passionate about fair          

competition for all exhibitors and safety for our equine partners. 

                            “The Steward has a Question” Junior Contest Winner  
 

Thank you again to Cavalletti Custom Bonnet’s Kathryn Weaver for their sponsorship of  

a custom-made bonnet for Junior Grand Prize Winner , Aylen Ferguson at  

the International Bromont II.     

 

       Meet the Steward 
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 “The Steward has a Question” 

 Grand Prize Contest Winner Alex Jammel          

with EC/FEI Steward Susan Adey 

 

The Grand Prize, a Shedrow backpack, was          

graciously sponsored by Greenhawk Harness  

and Equestrian Supplies 
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P***New Feature for our Newsletter****   

 
Photos of things that Stewards come across during the course of 

their duties.    This Month’s:  

Horse in Stabling area with Liverpool in Stall.    How would YOU 

handle this situation??     

We’re on the web:  

stewardshub.com 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Proud Sponsor of the 2012 Canadian Equestrian Team  

 
Bonnets are made in Canada of 100% cotton with lycra spandex 

ears for a comfortable, wrinkle-free fit.    

 
Cavalletti Bonnets offer custom fitting,  a wide variety of trims 

and colours with great attention to detail. 
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…continued from page 1 

 
Sources of Stress for Stewards 

 

Peer Conflicts 

Protests from Competitors against decisions made 

Competitor, Trainers etc.. Not understanding or knowing the rules of the sport. 

Working conditions 

 
To improve the ‘working conditions’ of stewards, there are several things a Chief or Organizational Commit-

tee can do such as;  improving support systems;  flexible scheduling of stewarding (sharing responsibilities 

equally among team) ,  consistency of providing feedback as well as debriefings daily.    Feedback and debrief-

ings can be detrimental to team spirit and moral.   In addition, formal recognition for great stewarding can be 

very beneficial and at times at minimal cost. 

 

Fear of Failure 

 
High-Quality stewarding demands the official to “get things right” and the cognitive and physical demands can 

be challenging as well as exhausting mentally.  In addition, stressful events over time can affect emotional well-
being as well as performance.  Maintaining concentration and attentional focusing for long periods of time heightens 

the acute stress level.  When this happens reactions are slower and poorer focusing and poorer performance.  

(Psychology of Sport and Exercise, Sources of Acute sport stress for sports officials Mark H. Hanshel, Minsoo 

Kang, Colby Jubenville. 2012)  

 

2.  Managing Conflict for Effective Officiating 

 

This is an excerpt from Successful Sports Officiating by ASEP American Sport Education Program. 

 
     “As an official, you must approach each competition with the notion that a central part of the job requirement is 

handling conflict successfully.  Today, moreover, the higher up on the officiating ladder you are, the more likely it is that 

your success in defusing and handling situations and in communicating with athletes and coaches will be among the 

criteria by which your overall effectiveness is judged.   As an objective participant who must make calls that affect 

either team, you won’t be able to please people consistently.  Therefore your goal should not be to please people.  You 

are there to arbitrate competition, and the most you can hope for is respect.   Officiating is not a popularity contest”.  

 
To manage emotions under pressure stewards must be able to handle conflict with steady self-control and professional-

ism that others can respond to and respect.   If you feel strong, confident and positive during a conflictual moment, this 

can give your self-esteem a boost and give you mental clarity.  If you remember that people never say what they mean, 

especially when they are upset, you will never find yourself reacting to their abusive words. 

 
To resolve conflict, be professional and speak clearly and stay composed, regardless of how heated the situation may 

become.  Set the boundaries of the conversation by being polite, professional but assertive.  Stays relaxed and keep in 

mind your body language and posturing while speaking”. 
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Avoid arguing and don’t debate the rules.   Simply state the rule as it is written.  Address the situa-

tion putting aside emotion.   Heated and heightened emotions inevitably end up causing you to lose 

focus of the actual problem at hand.  Depending on different cultures, try to use eye contact with the 

person to acknowledge them as well as using their names if possible.  Do not be dismissive, no mat-

ter how small the issue; acknowledge their problem but ensure to have all the evidence and facts 

before making a decision. 

 
Ultimately, make your decisions based on fair play and the welfare of the horse.   Most will recognize 

your integrity in your decision based on how you handle the situation.    

 
As for interpersonal conflicts with other officials or peers this is unfortunately inevitable in any sport 

and in life.    Many of us encounter unreasonable people in life and in officiating we are more likely to 

experience these situations.   

 

Sometimes dealing with a difficult peer can be very, very stressful.    Here are a few tips: 

 
Keep your cool - When you are angry or upset with someone, before you say something you might 

regret later, take a deep breath and count to 10.   By the time you reach 10 you would have fig-

ured out a better way to communicate.   If 10 didn’t work….best to just walk away and revisit the 

issue when you are calm.  (Psychology Today, Ten Keys to Handling Unreasonable & Difficult Peo-

ple, Preston Ni. M.S.B.A) 

 
To communicate best, separate the person from the issue.   Be kind to your peer but firm on the 

issue. 

 
Keep your distance – If this person is absolutely intolerable try to avoid them as best you can.  

In stewarding this can be difficult on a small team so pick your battles.   Is the confrontation 

worth the time and energy. 

 
“Shift from being Reactive to Proactive – When you feel offended by someone’s words or 

deeds, come up with multiple ways of viewing the situation before reacting.   Widening our per-

spective on the situation can reduce the possibility of misunderstanding”.  (Psychology Today, Ten 

Keys to Handling Unreasonable & Difficult People, Preston Ni. M.S.B.A) 

 
The Bully - The team member who is aggressive and likes to place attention on you to make 

you feel inadequate and uncomfortable.    Don’t remain passive and compliant as most bul-

lies will back-down to those that standup for themselves. 

 
To effectively handle difficult individuals you must master the art of communication.   For some this 

just comes naturally, for others it is always a work in progress.    To gain greater confidence in deal-

ing with unreasonable people, I highly, highly recommend reading Verbal Judo by Dr. George J. 

Thompson.    It is the guide to the martial art of the mind and mouth that can help you defuse con-

frontations and generate cooperation whether you are talking to a peer or a     competitor. 

 

Theories and Models of dealing with conflict   

 
When conceptualizing conflict resolution there are two schools of thought:   One is that some re-

solve conflict for self (assertiveness) and the second concern for others (empathy). 

 
Five styles have been identified over the years as strategies that individuals may use:  (Wikipedia 

2016) 
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Avoidance conflict style  - Characterized by joking, changing or avoiding the topic, or even denying that a problem 

exists, the conflict avoidance style is used when an individual has no interest in dealing with the other party, when one 

is uncomfortable with conflict, or due to cultural contexts.[nb 1] During conflict, these avoiders adopt a “wait and see” 

attitude, often allowing conflict to phase out on its own without any personal involvement.[6] By neglecting to address 

high-conflict situations, avoiders risk allowing problems to fester out of control. (Wikipedia 2016) 
 

Yielding conflict style - In contrast, yielding or “accommodating” conflict styles are characterized by a high level of 

concern for others and a low level of concern for oneself. This passive pro-social approach emerges when individuals 

derive personal satisfaction from meeting the needs of others and have a general concern for maintaining stable, posi-

tive social relationships.[1] When faced with conflict, individuals with a yielding conflict style tend to give into others’ 

demands out of respect for the social relationship. (Wikipedia 2016) 
 

Competitive conflict style - The competitive or “fighting” conflict style maximizes individual assertiveness (i.e., 

concern for self) and minimizes empathy (i.e., concern for others). Groups consisting of competitive members generally 

enjoy seeking domination over others, and typically see conflict as a “win or lose” predicament.[1] Fighters tend to force 

others to accept their personal views by employing competitive power tactics (arguments, insults, accusations, violence, 

etc.) that foster feelings of intimidation (Morrill, 1995). (Wikipedia 2016) 
 

Cooperation conflict style - Characterized by an active concern for both pro-social and pro-self behavior, the coop-

eration conflict style is typically used when an individual has elevated interests in their own outcomes as well as in the 

outcomes of others. During conflict, cooperators collaborate with others in an effort to find an amicable solution that 

satisfies all parties involved in the conflict. Individuals using this type of conflict style tend to be both highly assertive 

and highly empathetic.[6] By seeing conflict as a creative opportunity, collaborators willingly invest time and resources 

into finding a “win-win” solution.[1] According to the literature on conflict resolution, a cooperative conflict resolution 

style is recommended above all others. This resolution may be achieved by lowering the aggressors guard whilst raising 

the ego. (Wikipedia 2016) 
 

The conciliation or “compromising” conflict style is typical of individuals who possess an intermediate level of 

concern for both personal and others’ outcomes. Compromisers value fairness and, in doing so, anticipate mutual give-

and-take interactions.[6] By accepting some demands put forth by others, compromisers believe this agreeableness will 

encourage others to meet them halfway, thus promoting conflict resolution.[10] This conflict style can be considered an 

extension of both “yielding” and “cooperative” strategies. (Wikipedia 2016) 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conflict_avoidance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conflict_resolution#cite_note-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conflict_resolution#cite_note-J-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conflict_resolution#cite_note-F-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Competition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conflict_resolution#cite_note-F-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cooperation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cooperation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conflict_resolution#cite_note-J-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conflict_resolution#cite_note-F-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conciliation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conflict_resolution#cite_note-J-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conflict_resolution#cite_note-11
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3.  Maintaining Professionalism 

 
Following your Organization’s Code of Conduct for Sports Officials is a great place to 

start.  Here is a wonderful list from The Officiating Development Alliance (ODA) 

2006. The National Association of Sports Officials lists the following: 

 

Officials shall: 

 bear a great responsibility for engendering public confidence in sports. 

 be free of obligation to any interest other than the impartial and fair judging of sports         

competitions. 
 hold and maintain the basic tenets of officiating which include history, integrity, neutrality,    

respect, sensitivity, professionalism, discretion and tactfulness. 
 master both rules of the game and mechanics necessary to enforce the rules, and shall exercise 

authority in an impartial, firm and controlled manner. 

 display and execute superior communication skills, both verbal and non-verbal. 

 prepare themselves both physically and mentally, shall dress neatly and appropriately, and shall 

conduct themselves in a manner consistent with the high standards of the profession. 
 resist every temptation and outside pressure to use one’s position as an official to benefit one-

self. 

 accept responsibility for all actions taken.  
Officiating Development Alliance (ODA) 2006 National Association of  Sports Officials 
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